Abstract
Introduction
Radio spectrum is a valuable natural resource, the current fixed spectrum assignment policy has led to some bands crowded while the other spectrum bands are very low usage according to the reports from Federal Communication Committee (FCC) [1, 2] . In order to diminish the shortage of such scarce resource, ones proposed cognitive radio dynamic spectrum sharing mechanism, that means Cognitive Radio (CR) [3, 4] can allow unlicensed users (SU, secondary user) to access to parts of the unused frequency bands of licensed users (PU, primary user) to improve the spectrum utilization.
In cognitive radio, spectrum allocation is a key technology. It determines the frequency band utilization and has an impact on the overall communication quality of cognitive radio networks. Therefore, a lot of dynamic spectrum allocation methods have been proposed. In the paper [5, 6] , C. Peng, H. Zheng, et al. formulated the problem as a Color Sensitive Graph Coloring (CSGC) problem. This formulation can solve a number of problems completely or partially in the dynamic spectrum allocation. On the other hand, because the dynamic topology of cognitive radio network is changing, the amount of computation is enormous. In the paper [7] , L. Cao and H. Zheng proposed a local bargaining mechanism to reduce the computation complexity. There are also numerous other methods for solving problems aroused in the dynamic spectrum allocation, such as, ones based on game theory [8] , on intelligent algorithm [9] and so on.
However, those allocation algorithms only consider a situation where the primary users have some idle frequence bands while secondary users access those bands by spectrum detection. During the whole process, ones do not consider a situation where the secondary users also have some idle frequence bands within a certain interval of time. In the real circumstances of CR applications [10, 11] , since the bandwidth requirements of users is a definite value, users which only need the small bandwidth will still have some unused spectrum resource. This unused resource is called "surplus assignment".
Therefore, in order to effectively use the surplus assignment, we propose a requirement-based shorttime handoff algorithm between CR users (REQ algorithm) cooperating with spectrum allocation in this paper. When a primary user appears, cognitive radio can automatically search for secondary users' extra allocation resource. And when the extra resource is enough, a short-time handoff is carried out to use it. According to the practical environment, this paper also constructs an objective function to maximize the actual reward and to decrease the number of conflict. Simulation results indicate that the algorithm has a considerable gain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a demand-based CSGC graph theoretical model and some relevant definitions are introduced. In Section 3, an objective function based on the profit of actual use for spectrum allocation and a requirementbased short-time handoff algorithm between CR users (REQ algorithm) are proposed. Results of the simulation are given and the two algorithms' performances are compared in the section 4. The last section summarizes the paper.
Model and Definitions
Suppose that a reliable spectrum detection in a specific spectrum has been conducted. Assume that user's demand (in this paper, this demand means requirement for spectrum) can be acquired by detections and it is possible, in every period of time T ∆ , the primary user appears when the secondary user is in the spectrum, where T ∆ denotes the time of whole cyclic period from the detection to allocation and from allocation to the usage of an idle spectrum frequence. In generally, T ∆ is very small. We follow some notations given in the paper [5] , where a coloring graph theoretical model is established and a network composed by secondary users is topologized into a map. In this map, each vertex represents a secondary user and each undirected edge represents an interference conflict between the pair of vertices. If there is a line connected two vertices, these two users will not use the same spectrum. In addition, each vertex is associated with a set, which consists of available spectrum resource of the user. Moreover, this set is determined by geographical location of the user.
Other notations and definitions are also needed. Suppose that, in a cognitive radio network, there are M primary users, N secondary users. acquired by the secondary user n from the spectrum band m . It is possible that different users attend to occupy the same spectrum and a conflict will be occured. To avoid this conflict, an interference constraint is necessary. Following the paper [5] , Interference constraint is a set which is denoted as C : 
, ,
At last, another two matrices are also necessary: the first one is the user's demand matrix, denoted as
R n means the demand spectrum benefit of secondary user n . This number ( ) q R n is randomly generated. The second one is the user's excessing demand matrix, denoted as
R n means the excessing spectrum benefit which exceeds the demand of secondary user n after allocation of spectrum resource.
Requirement-based Short-time Handoff Algorithm between CR Users
In order to not only make use of the idle frequence bands of primary users, but also utilize some idle bands of secondary users within a certain interval of time T ∆ because of the existing of excessing allocation. In this section, an objective function based on the profit of actual use for spectrum allocation will be defined and a new handoff algorithm cooperating with spectrum allocation is proposed to maximize the profit of actual use and to reduce the CR users' communication interruption.
Mathematical Model
Assume that the secondary user n can acquire spectrum benefit B n R n > , we get:
And if
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be the largest one of the users' excessing demand amoung the users 1, 2, , N  ,
The overall demand rewards of N secondary users can be denoted as
The variable f represents whether primary user pops up or not. Hence, f is a random variable with value 0 or 1. When f =1, there is no primary user appearing; when f =0, primary user m emerges and occupies the spectrum band m . In the later case, the secondary user which is using band m will lose some benefits denoted by m l . Obviously 
Therefore, the overall losing benefit t L of M spectrum bands can be calculated
However, in this paper, we assume that users can also obtain some benefits as a result of short-time handoff. The value of such benefits m g can be calculated as follows 
From equation (6)~ (9), we can get the profit U of actual use as follows
REQ Algorithm
When the secondary user n accesses to the spectrum band m , we define the value 
Based on the CSGC method, we propose a requirement-based short-time handoff algorithm, the whole algorithm can be divided into two parts: graph coloring process and the switching process.
The graph coloring process is as follows: Finally, allocation is finished and then the profit of actual use U is computed according to equation (10) .
Simulations and Performance Analysis
In this section to verify the performance of the proposed REQ algorithm, different simulations are conducted. In simulations, we choose N =20, M =30. But B 、 L and C in different simulations are different while in the same simulation they are kept unchanged. B 、 L and C is generated according to the pseudo code provided in Appendix Ⅰ in [5] . The user's demand matrix q R is randomly initialized for any integer in a certain range. The user's excessing demand matrix d R is zero-initialized for the whole matrix. Whether the primary user m ( 1, 2, , m M =  ) appears or not is controled by random number
, where 0 means that the primary user pops up, and 1 means that the primary user does not pop up. Each simulation has 50 iterations. Simulations and performance analysis of the CSGC algorithm and the proposed REQ algorithm are as follows.
In figure 1 , the numbers of conflict of the two algorithms are compared when conflicts occur due to the appearance of primary users. Results of the simulation show that an overall reduction of the secondary users' communication interruption is obtained by the REQ algorithm. Obviously it is superior to CSGC algorithm. The quality of service also can be quaranteed.
In figure 2 , the average profits of the actual use of the two algorithms are compared. Results of the simulation show that the REQ algorithm can obtain more profit than CSGC algorithm as the REQ algorithm can switch for taking full advantage of surplus assignment resource when primary users appear to affect the secondary users' communication.
Switch N to 15 and M is gradually increasing from 1 to 30, the numbers of conflict and the average profits of the actual use of the two algorithms are both compared in figrue 3. Results of the simulation show that more profits and lower steady number of conflict are obtained by REQ algorithm with the increasing M .
Therefore, we conclude that the performance of the REQ algorithm can effectively improve the profit of actual use, also the ability of anti-interference becomes stronger. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the problem of handoff cooperating with spectrum allocation has been investigated and the REQ algorithm is proposed. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is used to exploit the surplus assignment resource generated by the process of spectrum allocation of a cognitive radio in a real environment. The efficiency of this algorithm is validated by simulations. 
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